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The last five
rs has seen an update in the general quality
em standard ISO9000:1994 popularly used
demonstrating that manufacturers were
ducing medical devices of consistent
lity. The new ISO9000:2000 standard

been deemed unsuitable for Medical
ice manufacturers and the way forward is
always clear.

a business expands new markets have to be
sidered along with additional regulatory
uirements. Background discussion is
sented with the choices and decisions made
he Salisbury Group given as an example.

ntroduction

principle approval schemes for medical
ices are the European CE marking and
r ova l by the US Food a nd Dr ug
inistration (FDA). The market in which

devices are to be sold will determine which
roval schemes are considered by the
ufacturer.

en the European Community (EC)
oduced the CE marking requirements in the
dical Devices Directive (MDD, 1993) [1] a

year period for compliance was specified.
thin the MDD was a requirement that
ical device manufacturers (MDM) should

e a quality management system (QMS). For
M of higher risk products this QMS would
d to be externally assessed by a Notified
y.

isbury Medical Physics were supplying
ients with stimulators at this time so
pliance with the MDD became compulsory
the CE mark was affixed to their products.
The QMS was based on ISO9002:1994[3]
EN46002: 1994[4] which gave additional
irements for medical devices.

2 Standards updated: The change to
ISO9000:2000

The ISO9000:1994 series of standards were
drafted to give a framework that could be used
for any form of manufacturing industry. They
could also be applied to a service industry but
there were difficulties of interpretation in doing
so. For example a patient might be treated as a
c us tom e r s up p l i e d i t e m to ha ve the
manufacturer do some work on.

Updating the ISO9000 series to the 2000
version [5] completely changed the emphasis by
moving from a procedural approach to a
process approach. The purpose of this was to
allow top management to identify the process
steps that required attention to effect
improvement. A requirement for continuous
improvement and responsiveness to customer
requests was also embodied from the start.

2.1 Medical device manufacture

unsuitable for ISO9000:2000

ISO9000:1994 was to be withdrawn in 2003 so
in 1999 we followed advice from our notified
body to move to ISO9000:2000 in a phased
program of transition. This meant that we
described our activities by means of process
diagrams with explanation of the crucial steps.
Some activities were still best described by
procedures and therefore these were retained.

At an early stage in the transition process it
became clear though communication with our
Notified Body that there were objections to
ISO9000:2000 from the medical devices
regulatory bodies including the FDA. The core
objection was the continuous improvement and
responding to cus tomer reques ts for
modifications to medical devices. Not only
would this lead to a series of patients being
treated with devices that were not of a fixed
design but the act of introducing customer
modifications brought a risk of unintended
consequences.
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2.2 The effect on the Salisbury Service

Transition to ISO9000:2000 had already begun
but fortunately was not at an advanced stage.
Our Notified Body suggested that we refer to a
specific Medical Devices manufacture standard,
ISO 13488:1996. Over the period of a year we
added in the requirements of this standard such
that a new certificate could be issued to
demonstrate our compliance.

At the stage when the wording on the certificate
came to be agreed with our notified body an
unwelcome restriction in the application of ISO
13488:1996 came to light. Our assessment to
ISO9000:1994 had included procedures that
controlled how we would deal with patients
coming to Salisbury for clinical service. Our
particular Notified Body, BSI, also operated a
scheme known as 'BSI Registered Firm' which
was recognised across industries as a desirable
indication of a successful QMS. Under
ISO13488:1996 we could no longer have our
patient treatment activities assessed plus we
became ineligible for the BSI Registered Firm.

Since Salisbury Medical Physics is a hospital
department we had to think carefully about the
way forward from this situation. Under ISO
13488:1996 we were entitled to continue to put
the CE mark on our stimulators and suitable
wording was agreed for our QMS certificate.
To meet the requirements of ISO9000:2000 for
our clinic would incur additional cost from our
Notified Body and careful adjustment to our
QMS such that both standards could be met.

The decision was made that we should take the
step of running the two standards together but
delay implementation for a year. The reason
for this delay was two-fold. Firstly an updated
medical devices standard was due to be
published, ISO 13485:2003; secondly the
department personnel would be organising
IFESS2004.

2.3 Additional approvals

Through the expansion in use of internet
searches we were receiving enquiries from
territories where our CE mark did not permit us
to sell our stimulators. In particular several US
citizens had been prepared to fly to the UK for
treatment and equipment.

The funds for putting our equipment through
the relevant US approvals (e.g. FDA, UL) to
sell to the US could not be justified. We are
therefore pursuing an imaginative link with an

US company to trade equipment and rights for
product approval services.

This makes sense in our situation as long as the
correct contract terms can be agreed and a
situation of trust exists. By adopting a QMS
based on a standard that is recognised outside
Europe we hope that the approvals process can
be made as smooth as possible while incurring
minimum additional cost.

3 Discussion and Conclusions

The quality standards world has little obvious
glamour. However, we all rely on medical
devices and medicinal products that go through
extensive checks and assessments prior to use.
It is adherence to management systems that
enables consistent quality and safety to be
achieved.

The choice of appropriate standards to follow
can permit current manufacture to continue as
well as being a business advantage when
expanding markets to new territories.
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